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It's a little known fact that sasquatches like to leave the woods and visit the big
city now and then. Masters of disguise, they blend in effortlessly! Here Bigfoot
and his pink poodle visit the City of Light, where fireworks explode over the Eiffel
Tower. Paris image is taken from a vintage 1960s travel poster. Viva la France!
The 2019 Daily Planner features plenty of room for your dreams and schemes
with one page devoted to each day. The planner also includes a two-page yearly
calendar, social media nameplate and a goal setting section with reminders on
how to set effective goals. Calendar includes all federal holidays plus major
observances. White paper, softcover, 372 pages.
It's a little known fact that sasquatches like to leave the woods and visit the big
city now and then. Masters of disguise, they blend in effortlessly! Here Bigfoot
and his pink poodle visit the City of Light, where fireworks explode over the Eiffel
Tower. Paris image is taken from a vintage 1960s travel poster. Viva la France!
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The 2020 Weekly Planner features plenty of room for your dreams and schemes
with each week on one 8.5"x11" page: all seven days are visible at a glance! Jampacked with handy features: Each week visible on one page Month-at-a-glance
calendars (July 2019-December 2020) 50 pages of bullet journaling paper Goalsetting section with reminders on how to set effective goals 12 habit-tracking
pages Social media nameplate 8.5"x11", softcover, 123 pages.
It's a little known fact that sasquatches like to leave the woods and visit the big
city now and then. Masters of disguise, they blend in effortlessly! Here Bigfoot
and his pink poodle visit the City of Light, where fireworks explode over the Eiffel
Tower. Paris image is taken from a vintage 1960s travel poster. Viva la France!
The 2019 Weekly Planner features plenty of room for your dreams and schemes
with each week on page: all seven days are visible at a glance! The planner also
includes a two-page yearly calendar, social media nameplate, 30 pages for notes
and a goal setting section with reminders on how to set effective goals. Calendar
includes all federal holidays plus major observances. White paper, softcover, 92
pages.
Last August, two men in rural Georgia announced that they had killed Bigfoot.
The claim drew instant, feverish attention, leading to more than 1,000 news
stories worldwide—despite the fact that nearly everyone knew it was a hoax.
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Though Bigfoot may not exist, there’s no denying Bigfoot mania. With Bigfoot,
Joshua Blu Buhs traces the wild and wooly story of America’s favorite
homegrown monster. He begins with nineteenth-century accounts of wildmen
roaming the forests of America, treks to the Himalayas to reckon with the
Abominable Snowman, then takes us to northern California in 1958, when reports
of a hairy hominid loping through remote woodlands marked Bigfoot’s
emergence as a modern marvel. Buhs delves deeply into the trove of lore and
misinformation that has sprung up around Bigfoot in the ensuing half century. We
meet charlatans, pseudo-scientists, and dedicated hunters of the beast—and with
Buhs as our guide, the focus is always less on evaluating their claims than on
understanding why Bigfoot has inspired all this drama and devotion in the first
place. What does our fascination with this monster say about our modern
relationship to wilderness, individuality, class, consumerism, and the media?
Writing with a scientist’s skepticism but an enthusiast’s deep engagement, Buhs
invests the story of Bigfoot with the detail and power of a novel, offering the
definitive take on this elusive beast.
Wade Donovan's wicked grin changed everything in her quiet life. Erin Cassidy
thought she had it all. Wealth, a faithful best friend and more than a few boys to
choose from as she comes to the end of her last year in college, but something
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has always been missing inside her since losing her mother as a girl. When she
meets Wade, the insanely sexy fiance of her lifelong nemesis, Tori Wexler, she
starts to feel whole again, but Wade Donovan is forbidden fruit. Erin’s father and
Tori’s father run a billion dollar business together and a scandal like this one
could rock its foundation, destroying not just Wade and herself, but everything
her father has spent a lifetime building. An old betrayal crashes into her new
desire. Erin knows that some decisions last forever. Keywords: Alpha male, New
Adult, Contemporary Romance, Urban, Kinda Maybe, Bad Boy, Big City Nights
Series, romance suspense, steamy romance, contemporary, secrets, summer
romance, Los Angeles, Las Vegas
Sharpen your search and find skills by locating BigFoot as he searches the world
for adventure. Find the elusive creature and his legendary footprint in 10
immense visual puzzles, full of teeming activity and detail. Learn more about
what you see with fun facts and pictures.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Big Summer comes another
timely and deliciously twisty novel of intrigue, secrets, and the transformative
power of female friendship. Daisy Shoemaker can’t sleep. With a thriving
cooking business, full schedule of volunteer work, and a beautiful home in the
Philadelphia suburbs, she should be content. But her teenage daughter can be a
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handful, her husband can be distant, her work can feel trivial, and she has lots of
acquaintances, but no real friends. Still, Daisy knows she’s got it good. So why is
she up all night? While Daisy tries to identify the root of her dissatisfaction, she’s
also receiving misdirected emails meant for a woman named Diana Starling,
whose email address is just one punctuation mark away from her own. While
Daisy’s driving carpools, Diana is chairing meetings. While Daisy’s making
dinner, Diana’s making plans to reorganize corporations. Diana’s glamorous,
sophisticated, single-lady life is miles away from Daisy’s simpler existence.
When an apology leads to an invitation, the two women meet and become
friends. But, as they get closer, we learn that their connection was not completely
accidental. Who IS this other woman, and what does she want with Daisy? From
the manicured Main Line of Philadelphia to the wild landscape of the Outer Cape,
written with Jennifer Weiner’s signature wit and sharp observations, That
Summer is a story about surviving our pasts, confronting our futures, and the
sustaining bonds of friendship.
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “Sexy and satisfying, Big
Summer is the perfect quarantine read.” —USA TODAY “The beach read to end
all beach reads.” —Entertainment Weekly “Big fun, and then some. It’s
empowering and surprising—a reminder to put down the phone and enjoy each
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moment for what it is.” —The Washington Post A deliciously funny, remarkably
poignant, and simply unputdownable novel about the power of friendship, the lure
of frenemies, and the importance of making peace with yourself through all life’s
ups and down. From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Good in Bed
and Best Friends Forever, Big Summer is the perfect escape with one of the
most lovable heroines to come to the page in years. Six years after the fight that
ended their friendship, Daphne Berg is shocked when Drue Cavanaugh walks
back into her life, looking as lovely and successful as ever, with a massive favor
to ask. Daphne hasn’t spoken one word to Drue in all this time—she doesn’t
even hate-follow her ex-best friend on social media—so when Drue asks if she will
be her maid-of-honor at the society wedding of the summer, Daphne is rightfully
speechless. Drue was always the one who had everything—except the ability to
hold onto friends. Meanwhile, Daphne’s no longer the same self-effacing
sidekick she was back in high school. She’s built a life that she loves, including a
growing career as a plus-size Instagram influencer. Letting glamorous, seductive
Drue back into her life is risky, but it comes with an invitation to spend a weekend
in a waterfront Cape Cod mansion. When Drue begs and pleads and dangles the
prospect of cute single guys, Daphne finds herself powerless as ever to resist her
friend’s siren song. A sparkling novel about the complexities of female
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relationships, the pitfalls of living out loud and online, and the resilience of the
human heart, Big Summer is a witty, moving story about family, friendship, and
figuring out what matters most.
Twelve-year-old Alice Mayfair is not human. While Alice goes in search of her
past, her best friend Millie Maximus, a tiny Bigfoot with a big voice, prepares for
her future. Together they plan to sneak off to New York City in this second of a
trilogy from a #1 New York Times-bestselling author. 5 1/2 x 8 5/16.
It's a little known fact that sasquatches like to leave the woods and visit the big
city now and then. Masters of disguise, they blend in effortlessly! Here Bigfoot
and his pink poodle visit the City of Light, where fireworks explode over the Eiffel
Tower. Paris image is taken from a vintage 1960s travel poster. Viva la France!
The 2018-2019 Weekly Planner features plenty of room for your dreams and
schemes with each week on two side-by-by pages: all seven days are visible at a
glance! At 6
STOP SPREADING THE NEWS THERE'S NO LEAVING TODAY Not when the
Big Apple comes under attack from an infectious worm threatening to rot it, and
the entire nation, to the core. Michael Andrews thought he'd found the perfect
woman. A companion whose own powers neutralize his werewolf curse and bring
the balance he has always wanted. But his plans on settling down and giving up
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the vigilante lifestyle are fleeting. The hatred, the fear, and the monstrous attacks
on innocent civilians grow and spread as supernatural monsters roam the city
streets at night. The neo-Nazi Proud Fighters for America have already seeped
their way across the continent and have nefarious plans for the city that never
sleeps. With Michael's powers nullified in Lex's presence, the couple is forced to
divide in their attempt to conquer, and Michael turns to his ex-girlfriend's
knowledge of the occult and an ally he thought was his enemy to fight this rising
evil. But will three supernatural humans and one paranormal scholar be enough
to vanquish the growing legion of evil?
When a young Sasquatch is left orphaned in the woods, a lonely old farmer
named Bill Jackson takes him under his wing and forms a strong bond with the
friendly beast. To Bill’s delight, he discovers the Sasquatch has a special
connection to nature, and over the years, they build the farm into a thriving
business. As the Sasquatch grows, he develops a love for PB&J sandwiches,
shiny objects, and Latin novella soap operas. But while he embraces the human
world, he sadly retires to the barn each night where he sleeps alone. His life is
changed forever when a female Sasquatch ventures onto the farm. As his world
view is blown wide open, he must decide whether he’s a human or a Sasquatch.
The Sasquatch of Jackson Farm is a fantasy story about love, heartache, family,
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and letting go of the ones we love the most.
What better place for an adventure than a spooky hotel? Readers of this
innovative book will go on a puzzle-solving journey through an old, haunted hotel.
Along the way, they'll meet some very interesting characters and hone their
problem-solving skills. Delightful illustrations are featured throughout the book
and encourage readers to pay attention and find clues that will help them solve
the different puzzles. This exciting volume is a must-have for lovers of
Halloween, ghosts, and all sorts of spooky creatures.
It wasn’t supposed to be REAL! Bigfoot doesn’t actually exist. Yetis, shifters,
creatures of the night ... none of those exist. Right? Right? There’s nothing about
perky -- some might even say twinky -- Oliver Hughes that would make a skeptic
like Sensational News’ (Never Fake! We Swear!) reporter Wilson Banks think
otherwise. But while pursuing soundbites for a tabloid story about Bigfoot, Wilson
witnesses something he wasn’t meant to see. In Wilson’s new reality, is there
room for love with someone whose dreams are as big as his ... er ... feet? This
fun novella has a paranormal twist, a hint of mystery, and a flavorful dollop of
romantic comedy. Mix it all together for a satisfying HEA!
Charlie, Rick, and Katy have never seen a Bigfoot. Yet soon each of them will,
separately, experience something inexplicable in the woods, something that
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makes them question their worldview, something that sets them on the path to
their destiny. Father and son Charlie and Rick Bergren go through the same
events together but react in vastly different ways. Katy Gallagher, while hiking
alone in the woods, gets shaken up by a strange series of events that will alter
her future in ways she hasn't yet imagined. If you've read the Human Origins
Series novels, then you know these characters well. If not, then take this chance
to meet them. In Bigfoot Beginnings, find out how they first experienced the
Bigfoot phenomenon, and how those events changed their lives. This Kindle
book contains three short stories, plus a bonus story from the collection The
Bigfoot Effect (Human Origins Series: Backstories, Vol. 2). ---------- The stories in
this e-book are also available in paperback as part of the collection Confronting
Sasquatch. ++++ From the author: Every character has a backstory. Readers
may not be privy to the entire background of each character, but the writer knows
each of them intimately. Events from the characters' pasts only make it into a
novel if they're vital to the story. But what happened to these folks before they
woke up inside one of my novels? To answer that question, I started writing short
stories to flesh out the background of each character. In The Hunt for Bigfoot,
Katy mentions that she's never seen a Bigfoot before. Yet she believes in this
mysterious beast without question. How did she come by that belief? Also in
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HFB, Charlie is a disgraced history professor on the verge of getting fired for his
interest in Bigfoot. What convinced him to risk his career by investigating the
Bigfoot mystery? And then there's Rick, a skeptic of the most diehard variety. He
ridicules Katy and his father, Charlie, for their interest in Bigfoot. He proclaims
that no such creature could possibly exist. But did something in his past foster his
adamant skepticism? In Bigfoot Beginnings, I explore these questions. I hope you
will enjoy reading about these characters as much as I've enjoyed creating them.
Most people think that we do not know much about the behavior of sasquatches;
however, that simply is not the case. Through years of study and eye witness
testimony, we have seen the same behavior patterns over and over, giving us a
fairly good understanding of at least many aspects of their behavior and
lifestyles, even if we do not usually know why they do what they do. This page
contains a discussion on the various aspects of sasquatch behavior that we have
seen and studied. Crepuscular (active both day and night); however, they do tend
to be most active in the evening and early night and again in the early morning
hours before dawn and into the morning. We really do not know their exact
organization at this time, but based on field observations over many years, it
appears that they live in family units composed of a mature male, one or more
mature females, and whatever juveniles still remain with the family.
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throughout North America—and the world? What should we make of the grainy videos and
photos and the thousands of eyewitness reports? Audio-recordings exist purporting to be the
creatures’ eerie chatter and bone-chilling screaming. Whether called Sasquatch, Yeti, Bigfoot,
or something else, bipedal primates appear in folklore, legends, and eyewitness accounts in
every state of the union and many places around the world. The fascination with the man-beast
is stronger than ever in today’s pop culture. Exploring the history, movies, and literature, the
conspiracy theorizing, and the world of the supernatural, The Encyclopedia of Sasquatch, Yeti
and Cryptid Primates is a comprehensive resource to the man-beast. With nearly 200 entries
and 120 photographs, drawings, and illustrations, it is the definitive guide to understanding,
hunting, and avoiding the brute, as well as discovering the facts behind the sightings and
horrifying tales. It covers 400 years of folklore, mythology, history, and pop culture, including
Native American lore, the “wild men” reports in the pages of 19th century-era American
newspapers, Florida's Myakka Skunk Ape, Australia's Yowie, China's Yeren, Himalayas’ Yeti,
Russian expeditions, Harry and the Hendersons, Exists and the countless movies titled
Bigfoot, as well as specials on the television shows Animal Planet, Discovery Channel and
National Geographic Channel, scientific reports and findings, and much, much more. Various
documentaries and reality television shows have all superficially tackled the subject, but Nick
Redfern presents a truly encyclopedic look at cryptid primates. It is a richly researched
reference, overflowing with fascinating information to make readers think—and reconsider their
next camping trip.
"Bigfoot and I: A Personal Journey into the World of Sasquatch" is Darin Richardson's story of
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sighting of one of these creatures, and to his further involvement into the Bigfoot phenomena
that continues to this day.
Bigfoot Visits the Big Cities of the WorldA Spectacular Seek and Find Challenge for All
Ages!Happy Fox Books
Robert Michael Pyle trekked into the Dark Divide, where he discovered a giant fossil footprint;
searched out Indians who told him of an outcast tribe that had not fully evolved into humans;
and attended the convocation in British Columbia called Sasquatch Daze, where he realized
that "these guys don't want to find Bigfoot-they want to be Bigfoot." Ultimately Pyle discovers a
few things about Bigfoot - and a lot about the human need for something to believe in and the
need for wilderness in our lives.
Sasquatch Camp: A Zak Taggart Adventure is a stand-alone sequel to Borderline: A Zak
Taggart Mystery. In this second story, Zak, almost fourteen, faces a new set of challenges.
What fun things can he plan for the summer? Will Robert, his friend from Savannah, Georgia,
be able to visit? Will Zak be allowed to go with Alex to Sasquatch Camp on Sumas Mountain?
Does this Bigfoot dude really exist? But first, Zak and his friends must deal with a bullys
apology. Is it for real, or completely bull? Meanwhile, Zaks friend, Alex, comes up with an
ambitious plan to practice an assortment of zany survival tasks in preparation for Sasquatch
Camp. But, should they include the outspoken girl, Maggie, whom theyve just met? After all,
shes going to camp too. But the greatest test of Zaks inner strength and character comes
during the camp experience, where the most important question becomes: Will Zak survive?
Sasquatch Camp: A Zak Taggart Adventure is a story of first kisses, struggling friendships,
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"Search-and-find puzzles to locate BigFoot. Includes fun facts and photos about the big cities
of the world"-It's a little known fact that sasquatches like to leave the woods and visit the big city now and
then. Masters of disguise, they blend in effortlessly! Here Bigfoot and his pink poodle visit the
City of Light, where fireworks explode over the Eiffel Tower. Paris image is taken from a
vintage 1960s travel poster. Viva la France! The 2019-2020 Academic Weekly Planner
features plenty of room for your dreams and schemes with each week on one 6"x9" page: all
seven days are visible at a glance! Features: Each week visible on one page Month-at-aglance calendars 30 pages of bullet journaling paper Goal-setting section with reminders on
how to set effective goal 12 habit-tracking pages Social media nameplate 6"x9," softcover, 130
pages.
An instant New York Times bestseller “A multigenerational narrative that’s nothing short of
brilliant.” —People “Simply unputdownable.” —Good Housekeeping “The perfect book club
pick.” —SheReads Named a Best Book of Summer by Entertainment Weekly, Cosmopolitan,
Woman’s Day, PopSugar, HelloGiggles, and Refinery29 From Jennifer Weiner, the #1 New
York Times bestselling author of Who Do You Love and In Her Shoes comes a smart,
thoughtful, and timely exploration of two sisters’ lives from the 1950s to the present as they
struggle to find their places—and be true to themselves—in a rapidly evolving world. Do we
change or does the world change us? Jo and Bethie Kaufman were born into a world full of
promise. Growing up in 1950s Detroit, they live in a perfect “Dick and Jane” house, where
their roles in the family are clearly defined. Jo is the tomboy, the bookish rebel with a passion
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enjoys the power her beauty confers and dreams of a traditional life. But the truth ends up
looking different from what the girls imagined. Jo and Bethie survive traumas and tragedies. As
their lives unfold against the background of free love and Vietnam, Woodstock and women’s
lib, Bethie becomes an adventure-loving wild child who dives headlong into the counterculture
and is up for anything (except settling down). Meanwhile, Jo becomes a proper young mother
in Connecticut, a witness to the changing world instead of a participant. Neither woman
inhabits the world she dreams of, nor has a life that feels authentic or brings her joy. Is it too
late for the women to finally stake a claim on happily ever after? In her most ambitious novel
yet, Jennifer Weiner tells a story of two sisters who, with their different dreams and different
paths, offer answers to the question: How should a woman be in the world?
Hairy monsters. Flying saucers. Shattered bones. Bloody scraps of hair and skin. The world is
a far stranger place than the scientific establishment — or even the people who study the
unexplained — want you to believe. Bigfoot expert Lisa A. Shiel examines all the evidence, from
DNA to eyewitness sightings, in this compelling and meticulously researched book. Peek
behind the curtains of disinformation and explore the sensational truth about Bigfoot, from its
connections with UFOs and other bizarre phenomena to the forbidden possibility that we may
already have the bones of Sasquatch. Don't be left out — get your copy of Top Secret
Sasquatch today! --------------- An updated version of this text is available as part of the book
Forbidden Bigfoot.
In the early 1900s, a silent plague swept the American countryside, creating pain,
disfigurement, and shame. Leprosy was the unspoken disease, and those who suffered from it
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fear of their community. In one rural farming community, that fear turned to the unthinkable.
Each time a baby was born with leprosy, a new horror emerged for the family and the
community itself. To protect the perceived purity of their crops, the farmers hid the afflicted,
using them in the shadows to harvest. As these children grew and aged, they became so
unsightly that the farmers decided the best thing to do was to banish the lepers to their own
hidden colony in the woods. However, fear spread faster than the disease, and in a moment of
horrific self-preservation, the decision was made to eradicate the afflicted. What happened
from that moment of terror was the stuff of legend and conjecture. The truth of their fate is
more horrifying than can be imagined.
A couple's continuation of their quest for the truth about human origins leads them from
Michigan to Egypt as they search for an enigmatic ancient text.
A collection of short stories that explores the progress of love and relationships over a course
of a lifetime, from a teenager coming to terms with her father's disappearance to a widow
accepting two young women into her home.
"The Evolution Conspiracy" exposes the faults in evolutionary theories, the half-truths, and the
inconsistencies through a secular lens.
Bigfoot! Huge, hairy, foul smelling, this legendary apelike animal continues to captivate the
public's imagination. This fascination hinges on a single piece of motion-picture film shot in
northern California in 1967. For thirty-five years, Bigfoot believers have been convinced that
this sixty-second piece of film proves the physical reality of Bigfoot.But now comes a book that
demolishes that belief, that produces final proof that the film footage is a hoax.The Making of
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rider, chronically unemployed and dying of cancer, Patterson propelled himself into short-lived
fame and fortune by exploiting his obsession with the Bigfoot subject and leveraging his
expertise in manipulating and conning people to pull off one of the world's great hoaxes.Living
within two hours of Patterson's hometown, for three years paranormal investigator and author
Greg Long interviewed more than forty witnesses in Yakima who knew Patterson intimately.
The voices of these witnesses, combined with facts unearthed from newspaper archives,
books, and court documents, tell the real story of Roger Patterson.Both tragic and comical, a
unique slice of Americana, The Making of Bigfoot captures the testimony of a colorful cast of
characters who bring to life a man and a time in the 1960s when Bigfoot strode into the
American imagination, and the world embraced a myth.Greg Long (Bellevue, WA) is a
technical editor and writer for an environmental engineering company, and the author of
Examining the Earthlight Theory: The Yakima UFO Microcosm, a study of UFO sightings on
the Yakima Indian Reservation in south-central Washington state.
The bestselling "In Her Shoes"--soon to be a major motion picture by Fox 2000 starring
Cameron Diaz, Toni Collette, and Shirley MacLaine--is now available in paperback. As she did
in "Good in Bed," Weiner has created a story that is by turns poignant and comical as she
unfolds the tale of how three women who have nothing in common but their shoe size find
each other--and themselves.
Allison Weiss has a great job, a handsome husband, an adorable daughter and a secret.
Allison Weiss is a typical working mother, trying to balance a business, aging parents, a
demanding daughter, and a marriage. But when the website she develops takes off, she finds
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husband's becoming
distant, her daughter's acting spoiled, her father is dealing with early Alzheimer's, and her
mother's barely dealing at all. As she struggles to hold her home and work life together, and
meet all of the needs of the people around her, Allison finds that the painkillers she was
prescribed for a back injury help her deal with more than just physical discomfort. However,
when Allison's use gets to the point that she can no longer control. or hide it, she ends up in a
world she never thought she'd experience outside of a movie theater: rehab. Amid the teenage
heroin addicts, the alcoholic grandmothers, the barely-trained "recovery coaches," and the
counselors who seem to believe that one mode of recovery fits all, Allison struggles to get her
life back on track, even as she's convincing herself that she's not as bad off as the women
around her.
Shy and reclusive, BigFoot spends most of his time in the deep dark woods, rarely spotted by
humankind. But every now and then he leaves his remote retreat, and visits the world’s most
famous landmarks, monuments, and cultural icons! Sharpen your search & find skills by
locating him at his favorite iconic site. It won’t be easy. BigFoot is exploring 10 different
landmarks, including the Golden Gate Bridge, the Great Wall of China, the Pyramids of Giza,
the Statue of Liberty, Stonehenge, Notre Dame Cathedral, and more. This handsome
hardcover book presents each one as an immense two-page visual puzzle, full of teeming
people and creatures. Your task is not only to find BigFoot and his legendary footprint, but also
more than 500 other unusual and sometimes unexpected personalities and objects. Fun facts
and pictures accompany each scene to help you learn more about the world’s historic and
cultural treasures.
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three stories, experience the thrill and the overwhelming impact of an encounter with a legend,
as normal people run headlong into the mysterious and seemingly unreal creatures that lurk off
the beaten track. Dive into the mystery -- buy Faces of Bigfoot today!
"A collection of seek and find challenges in which finding BigFoot accompanies facts about
world cities"-This evocative work of nature writing traverses the world’s largest temperate rainforest to
uncover the legend of the Sasquatch. Canada’s Great Bear Rainforest is home to trees as tall
as skyscrapers and moss as thick as carpet. According to the people who live there, another
giant may dwell in these woods. For centuries, locals have reported encounters with the
Sasquatch—a species of hairy man-ape that could inhabit this pristine wilderness. Driven by his
childhood obsession with the Sasquatch, yet trying to remain objective, journalist John Zada
seeks out the people and stories surrounding this enigmatic creature. He speaks with local
Indigenous peoples and a Sasquatch-studying scientist. He hikes with a former bear hunter.
Soon, he finds himself on quest for something infinitely more complex, cutting across questions
of human perception, scientific inquiry, Indigenous traditions, the environment, and the power
of the human imagination to believe in—or to outright dismiss—one of nature’s last great
mysteries.
"Generous and entertaining." -Publishers Weekly (starred review) Finalist for the
PEN/Diamonstein-Spielvogel Award for the Art of the Essay From the #1 New York Times
bestselling author and columnist comes a "fiercely funny, powerfully smart, and remarkably
brave" (Cheryl Strayed) collection of heartwarming personal essays "as wonderful as her
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to readers
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close" (Publishers Weekly , starred review). Jennifer Weiner is many things: a bestselling
author, a Twitter phenomenon, and an "unlikely feminist enforcer" (The New Yorker ). She's
also a mom, a daughter, and a sister, a clumsy yogini, and a reality-TV devotee. In this
"unflinching look at her own experiences" (Entertainment Weekly ), Jennifer fashions tales of
modern-day womanhood as uproariously funny and moving as the best of Nora Ephron and
Tina Fey. No subject is off-limits in these intimate and honest essays: sex, weight, envy,
money, her mother's coming out of the closet, her estranged father's death. From lonely
adolescence to hearing her six-year-old daughter say the F word-fat-for the first time, Jen dives
into the heart of female experience, with the wit and candor that have endeared her to fans all
over the world.
?????"??----"????????????:??????,?,?????,????????.?????????,?????????,????????,????,????
????????.?????,??????.??,????????????????????????.?????????????????????????,??????:??
??????????????;????,????????,???.
Bigfoot ... fact or fiction? Read this book before you decide! Provides startling evidence that the
hairy creatures who lurk in our world's backcountry are more than figments of our collective
imagination.
Rediscover the modern classic than launched the career of the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of Mrs. Everything and Big Summer with this beautiful anniversary edition of her
“contemporary Cinderella tale told with intelligence, wit, and style” (Susan Isaacs, New York
Times bestselling author). For twenty-eight years, things have been tripping along nicely for
Cannie Shapiro. Sure, her mother has come charging out of the closet, and her father has long
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and her job as pop
culture reporter for The Philadelphia Examiner. She’s finally even made a tenuous peace with
her plus-size body. But when she opens up a national women’s magazine and sees the words
“Loving a Larger Woman” above her ex-boyfriend’s byline, Cannie is plunged into misery…and
the most amazing year of her life. From Philadelphia to Hollywood and back home again, she
charts a new course for herself: mourning her losses, facing her past, and figuring out who she
is and who she can become. An unforgettable novel full of charm and heart, “Good In Bed
offers a sensitive telling of a life familiar to many and a humorous take on how the struggle can
end in joy” (Associated Press).
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